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Motivation

Collateralized lending is the predominant source of credit for households
in the US and much of the developed world
• More than 80% of US household debt is secured

Much less widespread in very poor countries. Why?
• Our conjecture: high repossession costs (relative to asset values)

1. Contracts are difficult to enforce
2. Property rights are difficult to establish

This paper: collateralized lending without repossession
• Instead loans are collateralized via lockout technology
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Role of Collateral

Repossessing collateral serves (at least) two roles:
1. Recovery (κ): Provides something of value to the creditor in case

the borrower defaults.
2. Incentives and Screening (λ): Takes something of value away from

the borrower.

In models of collateralized lending:
• These two roles are inherently bundled.
• Repossession (or liquidation) is irreversible.

Lockout facilitate a richer space of contractual arrangements.
• Decoupling of the two roles
• Temporary/reversible activation of role 2
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Examples of Lockout

1. PAYGO for Solar Home Systems (Fenix, M-Kopa)
• Battery, solar panel, and small appliances
• GSM chip installed in battery
• Battery will not discharge electricity if borrower is delinquent
• Fastest growing solar sector in Sub-Saharan Africa

2. Smart Phones (Payjoy)
• Phone automatically locks if borrower is delinquent

3. Subprime Auto Loans (PassTime, Trax SI)
• Interrupter installed on starter
• Remotely activated when borrower is sufficiently delinquent
• Received negative press (NPR story)

(ignores that ex-post inefficiencies can be ex-ante optimal)
• Not all borrowers were aware device was installed
• Several states have banned/restricted these devices

https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2014/10/16/356693782/your-car-wont-start-did-you-make-the-loan-payment
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What we do in this paper

Explore this new form of lending:

1. Simple model to illustrate
• Lockout reduces strategic default
• Lockout (+ downpayment) leads to positive selection
• Stronger lockout (↑ λ) not necessarily welfare improving

• Better selection and incentives, but more surplus destruction

2. A field experiment: loans collateralized via lockout on SHS
• Quantify the effect of lockout on repayment and profitability
• Decomposition: moral hazard vs selection
• Effect of loan on household outcomes
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Summary of Main Results

1. Lockout drastically increases repayment and profitability
• Default rates decrease by 15pp
• Loan profitability (IRR) increases by 50pp

2. Decomposition
• ≈ 2/3 due to moral hazard (ex-ante or ex-post)
• ≈ 1/3 due to selection

3. Household outcomes
• Enrollment increases by 6pp
• School expenditures increase by 40pp
• No detrimental effects on household’s balance sheet
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Background Information for the Experiment

1. Access to electricity is low in Sub-Saharan Africa
• 600 million people without access to the grid (42% of households).

2. Households have insufficient access to credit
• Microfinance loans are expensive, unsecured, have low take-up, and

modest welfare effects on the average borrower (Banerjee et. al.,
2015).

3. Access to mobile phones is high in Sub-Saharan Africa (≥ 80%)
• Basic phones are cheap and (effectively) financed via lockout







Loan Product – School Fee Loans

In 2017, Fenix began offering “school fee" loans to existing SHS
customers that were in good standing on their account
• Ranging from 100k-500k ($25-$125) loan size, 3x per year
• 100 day maturity, 15-20% deposit,
• PAYGO structure, e.g., on 300k loan

• Make 50k deposit
• Receive 300k a few days later
• 7 day grace period
• 3k per day for 100 days after grace period
• If miss a payment -> device locks

• NB: not a debt contract (more like preferred equity financing) with
an extra incentive to repay
• Implied interest rate depends on repayment

• 168% with 100% on time repayment
• 126% with 75% repayment (3 out of every 4 days)



Experimental Design

Sample
• Fenix customers who had completed payment on SHS and

responded to SMS expressing interest in a loan
Design
• All loans were 300k ($80) with a 50k ($13) deposit
• Sample randomly divided into 4 groups

1. Locked: Offered loan with lockout
2. Unlocked: Offered loan with no lockout
3. Surprise Unlocked: Offered loan with lockout, if they accepted, we

“surprised" them (ala Karlan and Zinman, 2009)
4. Control: No offer

• Difference in repayment between locked and unlocked captures
both MH and AS
• Locked - Surprise Unlocked: only MH
• Surprise Unlocked - Unlocked: only AS



Sample Sizes and Take-up

27,081
SMS

sent to
completed

SHS
customers

3,300
responded

619
Control

63
Choice

IPA
reached

1319/1616
(82%)
Locked

IPA
reached

855/1002
(85%)

Unlocked

Said
"yes"

989/1319
(75%)
Locked

Said
"yes"

707/855
(83%)

Unlocked

Took
loan∗

346/624
(55%)

Surprise
Unlocked

Took
loan∗

197/365
(54%)
Locked

Took
loan∗

404/707
(57%)

Unlocked

Share
reached

that
took loan

42%

Share
reached

that
took loan

40%

Share
reached

that
took loan

47%

* Signed paperwork and paid deposit



Outcomes

• Firm-level outcomes
1. Percent of (scheduled) principal repaid

• Percent of time locked ≈ 1-Repayment Rate (at maturity)
2. Loan completion
3. Profitability (IRR)

• Household outcomes
1. School enrollment
2. Expenditures on education (fees, uniforms, books)
3. Balance sheet effects



The Effect of Lockout on Repayment
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The Effect of Lockout on Repayment
LATE Estimates

Loan
day

Mean
Unlocked Lockout Adverse

Selection
Moral
Hazard

100 0.46 0.14∗∗∗ 0.04 0.09∗∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

150 0.57 0.13∗∗∗ 0.05 0.09∗∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

185 0.61 0.12∗∗∗ 0.04 0.08∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

n 655 814 593



The Effect of Lockout on Loan Completion
LATE Estimates

Loan
day

Mean
Unlocked Lockout Adverse

Selection
Moral
Hazard

110 0.31 0.10∗∗ 0.01 0.09∗

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05)

150 0.41 0.17∗∗∗ 0.05 0.12∗∗

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05)

185 0.45 0.15∗∗∗ 0.04 0.11∗∗

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05)

n 655 814 593



Profitability of School Fee Loans
Monthly IRRs of Loan Portfolios

Treatment Group Account percent locked All n
1st tercile 2nd tercile 3rd tercile

Locked 1.7% -4.5% -9.8% -4.3% 199
(.04) (.13) (.35) (.17)

Surprise Unlocked -0.3 -7.8 -13.2 -7.1 353
(.04) (.15) (.41) (.20)

Unlocked -3.9 -9.4 -13.9 -9.0 410
(.04) (.15) (.39) (.20)

Prior SFL Experiment 9.2 7.8 2.4 6.2 1509
(.02) (.08) (.20) (.10)

• Average fraction of days locked in parentheses



Educational Outcomes
Household-level LATE Estimates

Enrollment Days absent Log school
expenditures

Loan 0.0556∗ 0.0319 0.363∗∗

(0.0299) (0.345) (0.170)

Outcome control mean 0.88 1.28 317,997
n 1683 1625 1625

• Share of school-aged kids not enrolled almost cut in half.



Household Balance Sheet Effects

Asset
purchases
(IHST)

Asset
sales

(IHST)

Money
borrowed
(IHST)

Net
difference
(IHST)

Loan 1.067 -0.446 0.199 -0.401
(1.518) (0.494) (1.046) (1.120)

• No significant impact on household finances.



Conclusion

Lockout facilitates a richer space of financial contracting

• Decouple the two roles of repossession, using digital technology

• Significantly increases repayment and profitability
• Moral hazard accounts for ≈ 2/3,
• Selection accounts for ≈ 1/3

• Increases enrollment and investment without detrimental effects to
households’ financial position

• Promise for access to affordable (secured) credit
• Especially in poor/underdeveloped regions

• But not without cost: SHS locked 20-30% of its useful life



Questions for Future Work

• Can outcomes be further improved with better designed contracts?
• When should the device lock?
• Possible to get less locking without sacrificing incentives for

repayment?

• Can the same technology be used to provide credit to firms?
• If collateral generates output, locking may backfire


